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ABSTRACT 
 

A Website Design for A finance framework is a framework plan the sum you claim your representatives 

upheld on component, for example, the measure they make, their persistent installment or 

compensations, and whether they took 1 or rest period all through the rebuff sum. The framework settles 

coarse smear by unbending and conceptual rate and horn go without all out. A hand can perceive what 

number of representatives on at the framework. They can perceive what number of workers on leaf and 

what number of outshooting on pending. What number of loaning on pending likewise be versed in this 

wish. Ex-representatives additionally be evident. On the consideration amusement any merciful of 

indiction. They can see their reasonable conjuncture. Increment truth by gives the dismissal notices to 

handbook ad entrance with finished finance execution. Spare time by fingering collection and worker 

educating from one yield. Lift productiveness with term finance forelook Improves assent by secure on- 

period finance. Improve execution by pledging on-postpone finance. 

That is the item why I have inclination Website Design for A finance circumstance Publication for my 

temporary position. To reason an approach and exchange site for an online IT affiliation, I intrigue a few 

salver place hand dialects, for example, (HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery). My part was to 

reason the front annihilation of the site just I work this bowl to finish my business. 
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Introduction 
 

A temporary job is a program that upgrades the capacity of the alumni and an extension to 

attempt to reasonable works in a company related to the understudy's major to pick up the 

work understanding. As indicated by Oxford Dictionary, An understudy or student who works, 

by and large, while not pay, to accomplish work skill or fulfill prerequisites for a capability. As 

the outside world is aggressive for anyone when graduation, entry-level position gives the 

understudy an incredible chance to have a head start. I decided to take this internship to take 

the golden opportunity that has been given by Daffodil International University (DIU). I began 

to work with some professional peoples in “ECLlsystem“.There I was in a friendly environment 

to Having the Skillset, Driven to Continue Learning, Navigate Challenges to Provide Solutions, 

Excellent Communication Skills, Dependable Project Completer.,Great Time and Task 

Management. 
 

Motivation 
 
 

 

I am a final-year undergraduate student at the Faculty of computer science and  

engineering at Daffodil International University and with this letter, I would like to express 

my motivation for my summer internship program.I decided to be a web designer so I 

completed other courses on web programming and have been participating in web 

developer clubs and online courses.I believe they're relevant and acceptable to make up 

my career in science. 

The more I read about the ECL system, the more I love this IT company.So I try to be an 

intern at the ECL system.These guys are so helpful when ai faced any difficulties.They 

taught me to relate to learning with work. 
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Internship Objectives: 
 

 

 

Designing using HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap. 

Basic JavaScript  & jQuery. 

SQL Database. 

Understanding Model, View, Controller. 

Requests, Responses, Views, Validation. 

Understanding Project Architecture. 

Improve   Interpersonal Skill 

Improve Communication Skill 

Improve Technical skills 
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Introduction to the company 
 
 

Incepted in 2015,ECL SYSTEMS LTD is a main Development and Design master organization 
giving unrivaled Software, Web, Mobile and Creative Designing arrangements and 
administrations to organizations all around. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1:logo of ECLsystem 
 

 
Having a solid Technology Development and Innovation center in Bangladesh and with over 

250+ happy purchasers around the humankind, hard from unspent society - foretell 500 

associations sidewise over different ventures, impugn and shackles quantifiable exchange 

admirable to customers through most forthright occupations of novation and Resources to 

affiliations. 

 

 
Bangladesh Office: 

House-278 (2nd Floor), Road-19, New DOHS, Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh 

+880-9611222888 

info@eclsystem.com 
 
 
 

Report Layout : 
 

Chapter 1 introduction, motivation and internship objective, introduction to the organization. 

Chapter 2 is all about organization. In this portion, I describe the information’s about where the 

internship undertakes this program. This slide also contains company introduction, company 

product, services, the market situation of the organization, target group of company, SWOT 

analysis, and organizational structure. Chapter 3 is all about tasks, projects and daily activities. 

This part covered daily tasks and activities during the internship, company events and activities, 

project tasks and activities and challenges part. Chapter 4 is competencies and smart plans. This 

chapter covered competencies earned, smart plan and reflection. Chapter 5 is the conclusion 

and future career. This chapter covered discussion and conclusion, the scope for further career. 

mailto:info@eclsystem.com
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Company History: 
 
 

ECL Systems Ltd. was set up in 2015, start by supply IT and surety answers for center immediate 
and thin bowl organizations. The plan of ECL from that point forward has been to supply character 
arrangements that guide to produce a store tendency of customers. In 2016, ECL open to build 
up the spread of capacity by fortifying its supporter low-disapproved and with uniform 
vegetation; ECL promptly turned into a competitory hard in the movement pulling in full 
framework customers with variegated fundamentally. The projects that ECL completed were 
not only successful but were also able to attract clients with the level of design and high-quality 
implementation of these projects. From a small scale solution provider, ECL was growing rapidly 
with the intent of becoming a good solution provider for quality and trusted system solution. 

 
Organization   Introduction: 

 

ECL Systems Ltd. is a perpetual development IT and Security Solutions presence. We have the 
eye to gave customers the circumstance of clarification framework for smoother lead and help 
surmount the resistance. By and by, ECL is activity side by side tall blueprint customers from the 
segregated and general part enterprises, import together boss disgrace in sired tailor-make 
answers for answering the solicitation of individual organizations. ECL venture gadget and 
instrument framework mixes with extreme face innovation that is track forward of its fighting 
to become a close acquaintance with customers regulate, government and declaration their 
worry exchanging activities at all set. 
Presently, ECL is working alongside high profile clients from the private and public sector 
industries, bringing together leading brands in creating customized solutions to meet the 
demands of individual businesses. ECL designs plan and implements system integrations with 
cutting edge technology that is steps ahead of its rivals to help clients monitor, control and 
record their business operations at all times. 

 
Name : ECL Systems Ltd. 
Address : 

 

 

 
Dhaka- 

Bangladesh Office: 
House-278 (2nd Floor), Road-19, New DOHS, Mohakhali, 

 
1212-Bangladesh. 
+880-961122288 
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Mission: 
ECL Systems Ltd contributes blending, venture change programming framework traffic to 
customers tube-shaped the ball. 
We think superb novation glimmer from achieving alleviating respectable shore answers for 
certain occupation spring. 
We win a supplication on to advancement laborers WHO scope one practiced as reef calling 
consideration initiative and WHO avoid out starting innovation. 

 

 
Vision: 

 

Our visual perception is to discharge the maximum capacity and power the astounding Linn 
between the developer and the utilization likewise diminishing the intercourse rupture for the 
rice wine of mankind and to establish a fabulous World. 

 
 
 
 

Product and Market Situation: 
 

ECL Systems Ltd is making truly outstanding in the Bangladesh web administration stages. We 

are planning and developing numerous on the web and disconnected organizations. The 

finance framework previously become advantageous for some organizations. It makes the 

exchange procedure quicker. our market investigation group initially watches the market 

circumstance for a financial framework in the wake of guaranteeing the advantage of the 

ventures they set up their report. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3 Target Group 

A request to accomplish your predefined corporate objectives, it is important to work out the 

necessities of the objective people. By deciding an intensive objective gathering and 

characterizing the personas, you establish the framework. Here we will disclose how to 

proceed.You need to sell Best Agers hip programming arrangement, in an absolutely advanced 

way? Or on the other hand pull in naturally cognizant advertisers with portable deals offers on 

Black Friday? You should see that these are ridiculous thoughts that turn into dead end. 
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These two models show you very well that the item, yet in addition the methodology must match 

your objective gathering so as to create deals. Obviously, as an advertiser, you generally need to 

expand this. 

 

 
Nonetheless, more benefit alone isn't sufficient (that would be excessively shallow). The spotlight 

ought to be more on consumer loyalty, as this is the center of pioneering achievement. On the 

off chance that a client is happy with the item directly from the beginning, there is a high 

likelihood of prevailing upon the client long haul. On the off chance that the client is fulfilled over 

the span of the business channel, the person in question will, best case scenario, transform into 

a faithful brand minister, returning over and over for buys and prescribing the brand to other 

people. 

 

 
Picture groupings that outwardly portray the enthusiastic condition of the objective gathering 

effective tending to of Dove. So as to guarantee the most elevated conceivable consumer loyalty 

in the long haul, it is completely important to discover itemized data about a market with the 

assistance of an objective gathering investigation. Two reasons are frequently liable for the 

disappointment of numerous organizations or new companies. First situation: Companies 

manufacture an item without first showing their plan to the objective gathering. This implies they 

manage without the test stage and the conceivable outcomes to improve their item based on 

input. Accordingly, they construct an item that no one needs. 

 

 
Second situation: Your objective gathering examination was not built up enough so your message 

doesn't arrive at the significant objective group of spectators in any case. Hence, you should know 

who your clients are. Discover what your objective gathering needs, how they settle on their 

obtaining choices, and what included worth they anticipate from an assistance. 
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2.4 SWOT Analysis 
 

Do you remember the last time you moved? Whatever your reason for moving, you made the 
decision to leave, and needed to find a new place to live. Chances are you viewed multiple 
prospective properties. You made careful considerations over things like the cost, the size of the 
backyard and the number of bedrooms. You made mental notes of the features you really liked 
and the things you didn’t like (and whether those were deal-breakers). If the good outweighed 
the bad, you signed the paperwork. If the bad outweighed the good, you might have smiled 
politely and told your real estate agent that you’d like to keep looking. 

 

The example above describes a SWOT Analysis, and it serves as one of the most powerful tools 
in business. 

 

Elements of a SWOT Analysis 
 

Qualities are inside variables which are the benefits of your organization and which can decide 
your bit of leeway over the challenge. For example: 

 

 Strengths: Eceptionally qualified staff.inspiration to work .wide experience of the 
administration .information on the business .access to front line advances .interesting 
expertise. 

 Weaknesses – Shortcomings are inside elements that hold up the traffic of our 
organization's development. For instance: 
Absence of qualified staff.The low inspiration of our workers. Little experience of the 
administration. No entrance to the most recent innovation. 
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 Opportunities – Openings are outer components (over which the organization has no 
control) that carry advantages to our firm. They increment our odds for progress. 
Elements include:Appeal for our items or administrations .A little challenge in the 
business .Ideal lawful conditions. 

 Threats – Threats are external factors that prevent your company from development or 
being successful. The most common belong to Low demand for your products/services, 
high competition. unfavorable economic law.presence of a monopolist on the market. 
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Organizational Structure 
 

A structure characterizes anyway exercises like assignment portion, coordination, and heading 

square measure coordinated toward the achievement of structure points. 

OThe organizational structure affects structure action and provides  the  muse  on  that  

normal in operation procedures and routines rest 
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CHAPTER   3 

TASKS, PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 
 
 
 

3.1 Daily Task and Activities 
 

 
My 6 month intern at ECL Systems Ltd. I have to perticipate  various assignments, ventures 

and exercises. My first job was to complete my basics. Then  I have to complete payroll  

system   web pages . Then I consolidate my day by day assignment of the project. 
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3.2 Events and Activities 

During my   internship   period,   there  were  many events organized by ECL 

Systems Ltd. I participate as a volunteer . 

 
 
 

3.3 Project   Task   and  Activities 

This  payroll  suystem  involves  everything  that  has  to  do  with   the   payment   of 

employees.   Our  system  enables your  employees a  easy calculator the amount 

they own. 
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3.3.1 Home Page 
 
 

For  the   companay employees I  have   this home  page. 
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3.3.2 Projects 
 

 
Our  payroll  system has  three layer: 

1 : super admin 

2 : admin 

3 : employee 

Employee: employee   option   an   employee  can  see  how  many   employees on at 

the  system.  They   can  see  how  many   employees   on  leave and how many 

projects   on   panding.  How  many loan on panding also be seen in this option.Ex- 

employees  also be   visible.   On   the  notice  board any kind of 

announcement.they can see all the project detail and print and download it any format like 

Excel,PDF,CSV. 

 

 
Employees can see their projects here. 
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In this page employees can provide their important information to company. NID can define 

the employee identity and it related to company security. Email,Phone no,Social profiles will 

help to connect and keep communication reliable . 
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On this option an employee can apply leave application . They can see their holiday .To apply 

leave application they have to fill their name ,pincode,leave type,Apply Date,Start Date,End 

Date,Leave Duration,Leave Status.They can finally see their leave sheet. 
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In this page they can add their personal info,address,Experience.they can add 

their bank account.through the bank account they can transeact their money. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPETENCIES AND SMART PLAN 

 
Competencies Earned 

Comapetencies,   in   the   most   general   terms   ,things    a   person   should    denote     to 

be   Useful   during   a   job,role,function,task,   or   duty.   The   competencies    I   earn   is 

time management,work hard, solve a problem on time. 

 

 
Problem Solving Process 

Problem  determination  is  that  the   act   of   process   a   problem;   determinant   the 

reason  for  the  problem;  characteristic,  prioritizing,  and   choosing   alternatives   for 

answer   and   implementing  a  solution. During my entry level position period I pursue a 

four fundamental strides of critical thinking process. First I need to characterize the 

problem.Then I create elective arrangements. Assess and select an option is likewise required. 

At long last I actualize and follow up on the solution.Things I concerned cautiously: 

o Specify underlying causes. 

o State the problem specifically. 

o Determine in which process the problem lies. 

o Avoid trying to solve the problem without data. 

o Postpone evaluating alternatives initially. 

o Specify alternatives consistent with organizational 

goals. 

o Specify short- and long-term alternatives. 

o Seek alternatives that may solve the problem. 

o Evaluate alternatives relative to a target standard. 

o Evaluate both proven and possible outcomes. 

o State the selected alternative explicitly. 

o Plan and implement a pilot test of the chosen 

alternative. 

o Seek acceptance or consensus by all those 

affected. 
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4.1.2 Problem Debugging 

The initial step to troubleshooting any web application is to test it completely. Utilize each 

element to ensure that everything fills in true to form. In many cases, some bugs possibly 

surface when explicit highlights are utilized with a certain goal in mind. One of the key strides to 

troubleshooting web applications starts before the organization. By completely reporting your 

code, it is simpler to discover irritating segments that caused issues during your highlights 

testing.Steps of problem debugging:1. Identify the bugs.2.Analysis the bugs.3.Examine and 

try.4.Fix the bug.5.Validate the full arrangement. 

 

 
4.2 Smart Plan 

a  Learning  objectives  specify  the  new  information,  skills  and  talents  that   a  learner 

ought  to  accomplish  from  endeavor  a  learning  expertise,  like  a  course,  webinar, self-

study or cluster activity. 

Achievement   of   all  of  coaching objectives  ought  to  lead  to  accomplishing  all  of  

the coaching goals of the training and development expertise. 

 
 
 

 

4.3 Reflections 

I will reflect how  I  worked  as  a  web  desiner.Eventually,I will reflect how I filled in as  a  

site ace. I will use for my Appearance the SMART procedure,mirroring the conditions, 

assignments, Activities, results that I have encountered amidst  my  ephemeral  position  

period. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CAREER 

 
 

5.1 Discussion and Conclusion: 

Additionally in future, we can add more highlights to help iPad, iPhone and other electronic 

gadgets. Finding an item to offer online isn't a simple undertaking. Indeed, even with a million 

items benefit ready to offer web based, narrowing it down and picking one is no little 

accomplishment. Ordinarily, new online business people get so made up for lost time in 

endeavouring to locate indisputably the ideal item that they never begin. The thing is, there truly 

is no ideal item. There are awful, great and incredible items. Except for terrible items, great and 

extraordinary items can be our ideal item, if we have confidence in a long haul vision and will 

buckle down. After careful observation, it has achieved my choice that electronic business has 

settled competently transformed into an essential bit of our overall population. The World Wide 

Web is and will have a significant part in our regular day to day existences. . It is in that capacity 

basic that free tries have their beginning and end possess in dispute with the more noteworthy 

goals. Since site authorities have low-slumped down the costs for their associations, it has wound 

up being increasingly reasonable with the expectation of complimentary sets out to utilize the 

World Wide Web to offer their things. 

5.2 Scope for Further Career 

So, in future a lot of manipulations can be done keeping in view the requirements of the users. If 

the system works as an online system, it becomes more efficient as compared to the one which 

is used offline only by a dealer. Such a system saves time as well as money of the users too. There 

is no need of a dealer as an intermediate between the seller and purchaser. The seller and 

purchaser can contact directly to each other. Enhance its features and increasing the number of 

services provided. Implementing higher level of security. Create a mobile application. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Internship Reflection 

Amidst my work relationship with ECL Systems Ltd , I was sufficiently regarded to have such 

kind obviously and learning, a wide extent of sides of what goes into an endeavor, the general 

strategy of how an undertaking is from the beginning engineered, made and finished, and 

moreover how much work and detail goes into each stage. Another critical exercise I have 

gotten the hang of amidst these 3 months, were the a wide extent of sorts of work an 

originator needs to perform, which consequently, have given me all the more understanding 

into the various sorts of occupations and responsibilities that I could perform, as a Web 

Planner. 

Appendix B: Company Detail 

ECL Systems Ltd is a computerized inventive organization. Which is focused on guaranteeing 

innovation for humankind, well outfitted with tremendous number of IT experts. All have 

profound information with respect to their part. ECL Systems Ltd is a main supplier of start to 

finish IT administrations and answers for worldwide organizations. Their seaward programming 

re-appropriating administrations and arrangements are planned with an attention on secure, 

adaptable, expandable and solid business frameworks. Through their minimal effort, high 

caliber and dependable seaward programming administrations, they serve their customers 

giving them esteem for cash and in this way customer fulfillment. Since this organization 

structured and grew such a significant number of fundamental apparatuses and just for some 

prestigious organization they have that a lot of notoriety to fulfill their clients through their 

productive administrations. 
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